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The Triathlon Training Book
This book offers an ultimate clinical guide to all the medical issues related to triathlon – a very popular Olympic and
international sport, and the most modern of all the endurance activities. Triathletes experience a range of environmental
conditions and physiological demands, depending on the race, that must be taken into consideration when preparing for
medical assistance. The book addresses in detail the topics of cardiovascular adaptations, overuse injuries, overtraining
syndrome, endurance anaemia, nutrition and the physiological aspects associated with the discipline. It provides
information on the training and technical aspects of the different distances in triathlon disciplines, with a special focus on
safety in open-water swimming. Dedicated chapters also cover issues related to female, young, master and para-triathletes.
Combining research perspectives with many years of experience practicing in the field, this book offers sport medicine
physicians, orthopedists, physical therapists and coaches a comprehensive guide to the evaluation, treatment and
prevention of all the overuse conditions and to improving athletes’ performance.

FASTER
Leave ’em in your wake, leave ’em in your trail, leave ’em in your dust. Get your brain as fit as your body and achieve your
triathlon potential. Triathlon Science is packed with all the expertise you can handle, and more. From fine-tuning your
physiology for each of the three disciplines to plotting the best race strategy for your fitness level, personal goals, and
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competitive conditions, you’ll find the insights and prescriptions typically available only from a top-level coach. With editors
Joe Friel and Jim Vance and a who’s-who list of international experts on the sport, Triathlon Science offers you an
unprecedented wealth of advanced yet accessible information on excelling in the sport.

The Well-Built Triathlete
Learn how to run faster, unlock your potential, and reach peak performance with training advice from a former Olympic
trials marathoner and coach to Olympians like Dathan Ritzenhein. Hudson is the most innovative running coach to come
along in a generation. Until now, only a handful of elite athletes have been able to benefit from his methods. Now Run
Faster from the 5K to the Marathon shows all runners how to coach themselves as confidently and effectively as Brad
coaches his world-class athletes. Becoming your own best coach is the ticket to running faster at any distance. First you will
learn to assess your abilities. Then you’ll learn how to devise a training program specifically geared to you. Filled with easyto-follow sample training programs for distances ranging from the 5K to the marathon and abilities ranging from novice to
advanced, Run Faster is the cutting-edge guide for optimal performance. With Hudson’s guidance, you can train smarter
and more effectively—and avoid injury. And you’ll soon be running faster than you ever thought possible!

Complete Nutrition Guide for Triathletes
The 1989 Ironman World Championship was the greatest race ever in endurance sports. In a spectacular duel that became
known as the Iron War, the world's two strongest athletes raced side by side at world-record pace for a grueling 139 miles.
Driven by one of the fiercest rivalries in triathlon, Dave Scott and Mark Allen raced shoulder to shoulder through Ironman's
2.4-mile swim, 112-mile bike race, and 26.2-mile marathon. After 8 punishing hours, both men would demolish the previous
record--and cross the finish line a mere 58 seconds apart. In his new book Iron War, sports journalist Matt Fitzgerald writes
a riveting epic about how Allen and Scott drove themselves and each other through the most awe-inspiring race in sports
history. Iron War goes beyond the pulse-pounding race story to offer a fascinating exploration of the lives of the world's two
toughest men and their unquenchable desire to succeed. Weaving an examination of mental resolve into a gripping tale of
athletic adventure, Iron War is a soaring narrative of two champions and the paths that led to their stunning final
showdown.

Triathlon Training Journal
Rave Reviews: "A masterful job of breaking down the impossible, and making it seem very much within reach if you have
dedication, focus, and desire" -- 'Hurricane' Bob Mina, 6-time Ironman Finisher // Ironman Kona, Hawaii. Inspiring. Daunting.
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Stunning. Humbling. Exhilarating. The greatest triathlon in the world. The Ironman Triathlon World Championship. It all
starts in Kona. Ask any triathlete why they took up the sport, and they will reply with one word: Kona. Ask if they want to
compete there someday, and the answer will be: yes. Each year, more than 50,000 triathletes race for the chance of
qualifying to compete in Kona. Competition is fierce and getting tougher each year, but if you want it bad enough, you can
achieve the dream: you can earn the right to Race Kona. If you aspire to go to Kona, here's what you want to know: where
can I qualify? What does it take to qualify? How can I do it with a full-time job and family? What kind of training plans are
effective? what is it like to race and qualify? What is it like to race in Kona? Again and again and again? This book has it all,
and more. Detail about racing, qualifying times. Thorough exploration of three racing seasons where the author qualified for
Kona, including training plan strategies, details and results. Beyond theory: this book is defined by real data, real
performance, time-tested training and racing perspective. Do you dream of qualifying for Kona? This book shows how the
dream comes true.

Triathlon for the Every Woman
Triathlon is among the world's most gear-intensive sports. The gear you select and how you use it can mean big results--or
bigger disappointment. FASTER takes a scientific look at triathlon to see what truly makes you faster--and busts the myths
and doublespeak that waste your money and race times. In this fascinating exploration of the forces at play in the swimbike-run sport, astronautical engineer and triathlete Jim Gourley shows where to find free speed, speed on a budget, and
the gear upgrades that are worth it. FASTER offers specific, science-based guidance on the fastest techniques and the most
effective gear, answering questions like: Which wetsuit is best for me? What's the best way to draft a swimmer? Should I
buy a lighter bike? Deep dish or disc wheels? Are lighter shoes faster? Who's right about running technique? Gourley
reviews published studies in peer-reviewed journals to show what scientists have learned about swim drafting, pacing the
bike leg, race strategy for short and long-course racing, and the fastest ways to handle transitions. FASTER will change how
you think about your body, your gear, and the world around you. With science on your side, you'll make the smart calls that
will make you a better, faster triathlete.

Triathlete Magazine's Complete Triathlon Book
Based on new research in exercise physiology, author and running expert Matt Fitzgerald introduces a first-of-its-kind
training strategy that he's named "Brain Training." Runners of all ages, backgrounds, and skill levels can learn to maximize
their performance by supplying the brain with the right feedback. Based on Fitzgerald's eight-point brain training system,
this book will help runners: - Resist running fatigue - Use cross-training as brain training - Master the art of pacing - Learn to
run "in the zone" - Outsmart injuries - Fuel the brain for maximum performance - And more Packed with cutting-edge
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research, real-world examples, and the wisdom of the world's top distance runners, Brain Training for Runners offers easily
applied advice and delivers practical results for a better overall running experience.

The Time-Crunched Triathlete
The Triathlete's Training Bible is the bestselling and most comprehensive reference available to triathletes. Based on Joe
Friel's proven, science-based methodology and his 28 years of coaching experience, The Triathlete's Training Bible has
equipped hundreds of thousands of triathletes for success in the sport. The Triathlete's Training Bible equips triathletes of
all abilities with every detail they must consider when planning a season, lining up a week of workouts, or preparing for race
day. With this new edition, you will develop your own personalized training plan and learn how to: improve economy in
swimming, cycling, and running balance intensity and volume gain maximum fitness through smart recovery make up for
missed workouts and avoid overtraining adapt your training plan based on your progress build muscular endurance with a
new approach to strength training improve body composition with smarter nutrition The Triathlete's Training Bible is the
best-selling book on tri training ever published. Get stronger, smarter, and faster with this newest version of the bible of the
sport.

Qualifying for Kona
An endurance athlete and coach reveals how the marathon transforms the lives of everyone who attempts it--and how it
has helped his own family cope with serious adversity Step after step for 26.2 miles, hundreds of thousands of people run
marathons. But why--what compels people past pain, lost toenails, 5.30 am start times, The Wall? Sports writer Matt
Fitzgerald set out to run eight marathons in eight weeks across the country to answer that question. At each race, he meets
an array of runners, from first timers, to dad-daughter teams and spouses, to people who'd been running for decades, and
asks them what keeps them running. But there is another deeply personal part to Matt's journey: his own relationship to the
sport--and how it helped him overcome his own struggles and cope with his wife Nataki's severe bipolar disorder. A
combination of Matt's own How Bad Do You Want It? and What I Talk About When I Talk About Running, Life Is a Marathon
captures the magic of those 26.2 miles. At the end of the day--and at the end of the race--the pursuit of a marathon finish
line is not unlike the pursuit of happiness. You will pick up the book for a powerful personal story about what running does
for the people for whom it does the most. You will put it down with a greater understanding of what it means to be alive in
this world.

Your First Half-Distance Triathlon
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You Are a Badass for aspiring triathletes: a practical and inspiring guide to getting off the couch and on the trail to race your
first -- or 50th -- triathlon When Meredith Atwood first shared her journey from tired, overworked wife and mom to
successful triathlete, her story resonated with women everywhere, online at SwimBikeMom.com and in the first edition of
Triathlon for the Every Woman. Now with her own IRONMAN finishes, experience, and triathlon coaching expertise, Meredith
is back with even more wisdom. In this fully revised edition, Atwood not only shares how she went from the couch to an
IRONMAN 70.3 triathlon in just over a year, but also shares the latest expertise from coaches, nutritionists, and athletes on
each component of the triathlon: swimming, biking, and running. With compact training plans, the most current nutrition
advice, updated resources, and the latest information on long-distance racing, this new edition has all you need to make
your triathlon goals a reality.

The Essential Dykes to Watch Out for
Presents a triathlon training program along with case studies, nutritional guidelines, and success stories.

The 12 Week Triathlete, 2nd Edition-Revised and Updated
Offers multisport athletes advice on how to understand the science of training and effectively self-train, providing sample
training plans for different levels of multisport events, specific workouts for each type of plan, ratings for exertion levels,
and generic training plans that can be used for all ability levels.

Your First Triathlon, 2nd Ed.
An inspiring and thorough guide to the ultimate cross-training and fitness adventure.

Fast-Track Triathlete
In Fast-Track Triathlete, elite triathlon coach Matt Dixon offers his plan of attack for high performance in long-course
triathlon—without sacrificing work or life. Developed for busy professionals with demanding schedules, the Fast-Track
Triathlete program makes your PR possible in Ironman®, Ironman 70.3®, Rev3, and Challenge triathlon in about 10 hours a
week. Training for long-course triathlons once demanded 15-20 hours each week—on top of work, family, travel and other
time commitments. For many, preparing for long-distance triathlon is more challenging than the race itself. Now Fast-Track
Triathlete opens the door to your best performance in full- and half-distance triathlons in half the traditional training time.
Dixon’s laser-focused, effective approach to workouts, recovery, strength and mobility, and nutrition means you can
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prepare for triathlon’s greatest challenges in just 7-10 hours per week for half-distance and 10-12 hours per week for fulldistance. Fast-Track Triathlete includes • Dixon’s complete guide to creating a successful sport and life performance recipe
• How to plan out your triathlon training • Scaling workouts for time and fatigue • Training and racing during travel •
Executing your swim-bike-run and transitions plan on race day • 10-week off-season training program with key workouts •
14-week pre-season training program with key workouts • 14-week comprehensive race-prep full and half training plans
with fully integrated strength and conditioning Dixon’s first book, The Well-Built Triathlete, revealed his four-tiered
approach to success in all triathlon race distances. Fast-Track Triathlete turbocharges Dixon’s well-built program so even
the busiest athletes can achieve their long-distance triathlon dreams without sacrificing so much to achieve them.

Iron War
Joe Friel is the top coach in triathlon and his book Your First Triathlon is the best-selling book for beginner triathletes. This
clear and comprehensive book makes preparing for sprint and Olympic triathlons simple and stress-free. Joe Friel's practical
training plan takes fewer than 5 hours a week, giving aspiring triathletes the confidence and fitness to enjoy their first race.
Your First Triathlon offers a 12-week training plan for total beginners as well as custom plans for athletes experienced in
running, cycling, or swimming. Four easy-to-use plans include achievable swim, bike, run, and optional strength workouts
that will gradually but surely build anyone into a triathlete. Joe offers helpful advice to simplify the complexities of the swimbike-run sport. Even a total novice will learn commonsense tips and tricks to navigate packet pickup, set up a transition
area, fuel for race day, finish a stress-free swim, and ensure that race day goes as smoothly as planned. Joe Friel is the
coach experienced triathletes trust most. His book The Triathlete's Training Bible is the best-selling triathlon training
resource and now his trusted advice is available to help beginners enjoy their first triathlon experience.

Triathlon Medicine
The courageous and transformative story of triathlon hall-of-fame athlete Julie Moss. In 1982, Julie Moss ran the Ironman
triathlon for her college senior research project. Her idea was quirky, even crazy; only a handful of hardcore, highly trained
enthusiasts competed in the little-known, 140.6-mile combination of swimming, cycling, and running. Julie brought no
experience or appreciable training beyond running two marathons. She did bring a latent willpower that, the world soon
found out, wouldn’t be denied. What happened next changed Ironman forever . . . After becoming the unlikely leader during
the marathon, the final leg of the Ironman, Julie fell and lost all bodily function fifteen meters (50 feet) from the finish. While
on hands and knees, she watched her rival pass her. Thirty seconds later, she crawled across the line—stunning the millions
who were watching on television. At age twenty-three, Julie became the instant global icon, and the public face of fitness
and endurance sports — which exploded in popularity, partly because of her inspiration. That this young co-ed would
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represent such a new sport was unlikely. That she would inspire millions to change the courses of their lives in the three
decades years since was unthinkable. Yet, it happened. And keeps happening. In April 2017 Julie won her age group in the
Ironman North American Championships—racing 25 minutes faster than her 1982 Ironman. How does a 58-year-old woman
beat the time of her 23-year-old self? Which begs the question, could she also beat her 1982 time in the more demanding
Kona? That’s the goal, and the world will find out in October 2018. Crawl of Fame is the long-awaited release of her
incredible story. Julie describes how she found her greater purpose while lying across the finish line at Ironman 1982 — and
how that greater purpose as a woman, athlete, endurance sports symbol and, now, iconic figure has defined her life and
inspired others since. Several endurance sports athletes have written memoirs, but none have changed a sport so
dramatically as Julie Moss. Now, readers will join the inner and outer journey of one of the world’s most impressive athletes,
a woman who has already inspired millions — with millions more to come.

Crawl of Fame: Julie Moss and the Fifteen Feet that Created an Ironman Triathlon Legend
The half-distance triathlon consists of a 1.2-mile swim, 56 miles of cycling and a 13.1-mile run. It is anything but an easy
option, but it represents a fascinating challenge for any well-trained endurance athlete. The book will guide any triathlete
who wishes to finish his or her first half-distance triathlon from the beginning of the preparation until race day. A particular
highlight of the book is its great amount of detailed training plans. There are in-depth examples of core and peripheral
training and heart-rate dependent pace levels T1-T8, which help to illustrate the year-round training recommendations. It
also features advice on swimming, cycling, and running training, cross training, equipment, strengthening and stretching,
typical training errors, recovery, self-motivating performance testing and motivation tips, as well as anecdotes and
emotional stories from competitions. With this guide, anyone can finish their first half-distance triathlon.

The Triathlon Training Book
A breakthrough program for triathletes -- beginner, intermediate, and advanced -- showing how to balance training intensity
to maximize performance -- from a fitness expert and elite coach. Cutting-edge research has proven that triathletes and
other endurance athletes experience their greatest performance when they do 80 percent of their training at low intensity
and the remaining 20 percent at moderate to high intensity. But the vast majority of recreational triathletes are caught in
the so-called "moderate-intensity rut," spending almost half of their time training too hard--harder than the pros. Training
harder isn't smarter; it actually results in low-grade chronic fatigue that prevents recreational athletes from getting the best
results. In 80/20 Triathlon, Matt Fitzgerald and David Warden lay out the real-world and scientific evidence, offering
concrete tips and strategies, along with complete training plans for every distance--Sprint, Olympic, Half-Ironman, and
Ironman--to help athletes implement the 80/20 rule of intensity balance. Benefits include reduced fatigue and injury risk,
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improved fitness, increased motivation, and better race results.

Triathlete Magazine's Guide to Finishing Your First Triathlon
From bad weather to business travel to traffic safety, there are dozens of reasons why cyclists and triathletes take their
rides inside. Although indoor cycling workouts offer the ultimate control over workout conditions, most inside riders don’t
get the most out of their trainers or spin bikes. RIDE INSIDE offers cyclists and triathletes a smart guide to getting more
fitness from every indoor cycling workout. From the world’s most experienced personal cycling coach, Joe Friel, RIDE INSIDE
reveals all the unique aspects of indoor riding: · Mental aspects like motivation, focus, and enjoyment · Changes in upper
body stability, posture, and pedaling technique on a stationary bike · Respiration, hydration, and cooling · Inherent changes
in power output · Lower leg tension and eccentric loading from flywheel momentum · Lower effort from lack of terrain
changes, headwinds, and crosswinds · Road-like feel · Different shifting patterns All these differences of indoor riding add
up to a big impact when the rubber hits the road. Drawing from the foundations of Friel’s classic training guides, The
Cyclist’s Training Bible and The Triathlete’s Training Bible, RIDE INSIDE shows how to apply smart and proven training
concepts to indoor cycling. Riders will get expert guidance on the best ways to set up a trainer or smart trainer, how to
modify outdoor workouts for indoor cycling, how to better monitor power and RPE, and how to use social online training
platforms like Zwift to make training better and not worse. Most critically, RIDE INSIDE shows cyclists and triathletes how to
do indoor cycling workouts that actually meet their training goals instead of compromising.

Triathlete Magazine's Essential Week-by-Week Training Guide
Susan and Carlos were unlikely friends. She was a young, overweight college professor and a bit of a trainwreck—juggling a
divorce, a pack-a-day habit, and hiding empty boxes of wine under her bed. He was her boss, an Ironman triathlete, with life
figured out. She was a whiner, he was a hard-ass. He had his shit together, she most assuredly did not. Trash-talking
workouts, breakdowns, a devastating diagnosis—this heartwarming story of training buddies reveals a deep and abiding
friendship that traversed life, sport, and everything in between. Their journey reveals the inspiring power of sports and
friendship to change lives forever. Amusing and poignant, Life’s Too Short To Go So F*cking Slow is about running and
triathlon, growth and heartbreak, and an epic friendship that went the distance.

The Triathlete's Training Bible
Triathletes spend a lot of time and money making sure they have the right gear, optimizing their training plans, and
selecting their races. And part of that preparation for big race days is taking care of diet to be sure the body is properly fed
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to maximize athletic performance. Enter The Complete Nutrition Guide for Triathletes, a thorough nutritional guidebook
tailored specifically for the three-sport athlete to reach his triathlon goals and to cross the finish line with the best nutrition
plan possible. Dr. Jamie A. Cooper brings to the book her expert knowledge about nutrition and exercise combined with her
extensive experience as an active triathlete. The book covers each essential nutrient, offers up tailored nutritional plans for
Sprint, Olympic, and Ironman races, and troubleshoots nutrition-related issues specifically concerning the triathlete.

Life Is a Marathon
Shaping up for a triathlon is serious business. Triathlon Training For Dummies is packed with insider tips and proven
methods for training for a triathlon and pumping yourself into the best possible shape by race day. It helps you find the
motivation you need to stick to your program, eat better to maximize your energy, and prevent injures both before and
during the race. This authoritative guide helps you evaluate your cardiovascular fitness, muscle strength, endurance, and
flexibility, and to set manageable realistic training goals. You’ll learn how to establish a workout schedule, choose a target
finish time get the right, affordable equipment you’ll need for each leg of the race, and maximize your fitness and form for
swimming, biking, and running. You’ll also get plenty of help in putting it all together as you focus your training, add dual
workouts, become a quick-change artist, and save time during transitions. Discover how to: Choose an event to train for
based on your fitness level Get into your best possible shape Select the right equipment and sportswear Train for an
Olympic, Sprint, or Ironman triathlon Fuel your body and prevent injuries Prepare for training sessions Maintain energy and
recover quickly Set training schedules for every triathlon event Treat common training and racing injuries Live like an
athlete Triathlon Training For Dummies comes complete with resources for finding triathlons near you, lists of items to bring
along on race day, and tips on registration formalities and racing etiquette.

The Power Meter Handbook
The Triathlon Training Book is your one-stop reference for training and competing in a triathlon. Find all the essentials you
need to start training and improve your performance: * Clear, customizable training plans for all triathlon distances. * Stepby-step exercises to build your strength. * Incredible illustrations that explain efficiency and speed. * Expert advice on raceday strategy, nutrition, and equipment. * Trustworthy advice on treating common triathlon injuries and maintaining a
healthy body. Whether you are a first-timer or a seasoned Ironman veteran, you'll find what you need in The Triathlon
Training Book. There's even a special performance chapter with detailed anatomical artwork that explains the physiology
and body mechanics for swimming, cycling, and running so you can see what's happening inside your body as you train.

Triathlon Science
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Ever dream of being an elite endurance athlete and competing in races like Hawaii's Ironman? Professional athletes are not
the only people who have the ability to attain superior athletic accomplishments. Every season tens of thousands of
amateur triathletes compete head-to-head, pushing their physical and mental strength to the absolute limits. The standard
Ironman competition is a true test: a 2.4-mile open-water swim, followed by a 112-mile bike leg, and a 26.2-mile marathon
run. Sought-after multisport coach, Don Fink assures readers that the challenge is not too difficult, the dream is not
impossible. His time-efficient training methods have been honed over the years and have been proved to aid anyone in
achieving their athletic dreams. Be Iron-Fit provides practical training information in a step-by-step, enjoyable way so that
even everyday athletes can attain ultimate conditioning. Included in this revolutionary guide is information on: - The
essential workouts - The training cycle- Core training - 12-week training programs - Effective time management - The
principle of gradual adaptation - Effective heart-rate training - Preparing with training races - Proper technique - Equipment
tips - Race and pre-race strategies - Mental training - Effective goal setting and race selection- Nutrition - And much more
With the proper preparation and training techniques explained here, virtually anyone can attain supreme fitness.

Ride Inside
From Triathlete magazine - the most popular and extensivesource for triathlon information - comes this guidebook of
weeklytraining plans for triathletes of all skill levels.

Triathlon: Start to Finish
Strength Training for Triathletes offers a comprehensive strength training program for triathlon that will help triathletes
build power, speed, and muscular endurance for faster racing over any race distance. Certified USA Triathlon coach and
NSCA Personal Trainer of the Year Patrick Hagerman, EdD, reveals a focused, triathlon-specific strength training program
that will enable triathletes to push harder during training and on the racecourse when the effort is hardest. Triathletes who
master this progressive strength training program will also become more resistant to injury, meaning fewer missed
workouts. Strength Training for Triathletes features 75 of the most effective strength training exercises for triathlon
swimming, cycling, and running plus core strength and general conditioning. Full-color photographs illustrate each simple
exercise, and exercises are grouped so athletes can focus on their own individual performance limiters. Hagerman
simplifies the science underlying strength training, offering easy-to-follow guidelines on resistance and reps that will make
triathletes stronger through every phase of the season. Strength Training for Triathletes develops these abilities in
triathletes: More powerful, longer-lasting muscles Resistance to fatigue and injury Improved body composition with
stronger, leaner muscle mass Better performance without added bulk New in this second edition are sample strength
training programs for the most popular triathlon race distances and for each of triathlon's three sports, full-color
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photographs showing detailed body positions for each exercise, several new exercises, new indexes that specify bodyweight exercises and weighted exercises, an exercise log template to track your goal weights, and a new index to improve
usability. Strength training often separates the top performers in triathlon from the middle of the pack. Even small
improvements in muscle strength can add up to big race results. Strength Training for Triathletes makes it simple for
triathletes of all levels to get stronger and race faster.

Triathlon for Beginners
Your Best Triathlon is a master plan that will guide experienced triathletes through every week of their season. For each
phase of training, Joe lays out the path to success, outlining clear objectives and the guidelines to meet them. Joe Friel’s
highly refined training plans for sprint, Olympic, half-Ironman®, and Ironman® race distances will help serious triathletes
deliver a breakout performance, even those with countless races under their belt. Joe offers a tool kit of proven workouts
that will isolate and develop specific abilities. Within each workout and plan, he offers easy modifications to better manage
personal limiters and improve performance. Hundreds of thousands of triathletes have relied on Joe Friel and his
groundbreaking best seller, The Triathlete’s Training Bible, to develop their own self-coached training programs. Now Joe
Friel, the most experienced coach in triathlon, reveals his formula for advanced training and coaches triathletes to their
best race ever.

Life's Too Short to Go So F*cking Slow
In The Power Meter Handbook, Joe Friel offers cyclists and triathletes a simple user's guide to using a power meter for big
performance gains. In simple language, the most trusted coach in endurance sports makes understanding a power meter
easy, no advanced degrees or tech savvy required. Cyclists and triathletes will master the basics to reveal how powerful
they are. Focusing on their most important data, they'll discover hidden power, refine their pacing, and find out how many
matches they can burn on any given day. Once they understand the fundamentals, Friel will show how to apply his proven
training approach to gain big performance in road races, time trials, triathlons, and century rides. With The Power Meter
Handbook, riders will: Precisely match their training to their race season Push their limits step by step Track fitness
changes--reliably and accurately Peak predictably for key events Vastly improve training efficiency Power meters aren't just
for the pros or racers anymore. Now The Power Meter Handbook makes it easy for any cyclist or triathlete to find new speed
with cycling's most advanced gear.

Brain Training For Runners
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In The Well-Built Triathlete, elite triathlon coach Matt Dixon reveals the approach he has used to turn age-group triathletes
into elite professionals and champions. Dixon's method breaks new ground in triathlon training, introducing a new,
comprehensive approach that builds the whole athlete for stronger performance. Dixon details the four pillars of
performance that form the foundation of his highly successful purplepatch fitness program, showing triathletes of all
abilities how they can become well-built triathletes and perform better year after year. The Well-Built Triathlete does not
focus narrowly on workouts and training, but instead gives equal weight to training and workouts, recovery and rest,
workout and daily nutrition, and functional strength and mobility. Dixon considers the demands of career and family to
prepare athletes to achieve their goals through a realistic, practical ecosystem of stress and recovery. The Well-Built
Triathlete is Dixon's guide to every aspect of triathlon performance. Chapters on swimming, cycling, and running explain
the most effective ways to train for each. His pragmatic approach to stretching, recovery, and effective strength training
shows athletes where they can recover valuable time. A purplepatch section shows how triathletes can achieve long streaks
of high performance. Dixon's whole-athlete approach to triathlon will help triathletes become greater than the sum of their
workouts. By becoming better all-around athletes, well-built triathletes will train and race faster than ever.

Run Faster from the 5K to the Marathon
Training, diet, health, equipment, & safety tips - this book has the information needed to participate safely & competitively
in triathlete sports.

Triathlon Training in 4 Hours a Week
If you’re like most endurance athletes, you’re concerned about your weight. You know that every extra pound slows you
down. Matt Fitzgerald’s Racing Weight Quick Start Guide applies all the principles of his best-selling book Racing Weight in a
detailed set of weight-loss training plans. You will devote 4 to 8 weeks to starting a weight loss of 5, 10, or 20+ pounds.
Lose weight quickly by following a schedule of high-intensity workouts and strength training as well as a menu of calorierestricted, high-protein meals and snacks. Low-volume and high-volume plans make it possible for cyclists, runners, and
triathletes with a wide range of experience to maintain their training levels. Replace fat with muscle while keeping your
appetite in check. Once you’ve hit your quick start weight-loss goals, you will continue dropping unwanted pounds using the
proven strategies of the Racing Weight program. Zero in on your racing weight through improved diet quality, balanced
macronutrient levels, proper timing of meals and snacks, appetite management, and training for lean body composition.
The Racing Weight Quick Start Guide will accelerate your season goals so you’ll be racing leaner and faster than ever
before.
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Your Best Triathlon
Triathlons are more popular today than ever before, but for many the idea of training for a triathlon can seem daunting. In
this completely updated, revised edition, triathlon champion Eric Harr shows you how to eat healthfully and effectively train
for a triathlon in just 4 hours a week over the course of 6 weeks. Triathlon Training in Four Hours a Week includes four
separate training programs to accommodate every fitness level; a comprehensive gear guide; a complete menu plan
including nutritional options for vegan, paleo, and gluten-free athletes; strategies to stay motivated; and a guide to race
day. With clear, concise language and easy-to-follow, step-by-step photography, Triathlon Training in 4 Hours a Week is the
ultimate resource for time-crunched would-be triathletes looking to reap the rewards of this challenging sport.

Strength Training for Triathletes
The Triathlon Training Book is your one-stop reference for training and competing in a triathlon. Find all the essentials you
need to start training and improve your performance: + Clear, customizable training plans for all triathlon distances. + Stepby-step exercises to build your strength. + Incredible illustrations that explain efficiency and speed. + Expert advice on
race-day strategy, nutrition, and equipment. + Trustworthy advice on treating common triathlon injuries and maintaining a
healthy body. Whether you are a first-timer or a seasoned Ironman veteran, you'll find what you need in The Triathlon
Training Book. There's even a special performance chapter with detailed anatomical artwork that explains the physiology
and body mechanics for swimming, cycling, and running, so you can see what's happening inside your body as you train.

Triathlon Training For Dummies
Are you thinking about getting into triathlon or doing your first race? Have you finished a couple of races and are keen to
improve your time? Do you find the whole sport daunting and confusing? Are you a little intimidated by everybody else who
looks like they know what they are doing? This easy to understand and insightful book is packed with practical ways you
can improve and it will help you: • Understand the sport of triathlon “what is triathlon and how does it work?” • Develop a
training plan together that simplifies your season • Train effectively so you minimise the risk of getting injured • Stop you
making the mistakes which cost a lot of time and money • Make you feel confident when you are on the start line • Decide
what race length is best for you from sprint to Ironman • Buy the right triathlon kit to suit your ability and your aspirations A
personal note from the author: “This book is gathered from years of training and racing but not only from my triathlon
experience but from the experience of champions. I have trained with and raced with elite athletes and winners from all
over the world but I started not knowing what I was doing and was scared to death when I did my first race. I wish I had this
book when I started out. I would have saved myself a lot of heart ache and stress! I wrote this to help all triathlon rookies
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get over their nerves and enjoy this fantastic sport.” “Triathlon for beginners” is the start to finish complete guide which
covers all the areas of training and racing including: • Where to start – types of races, what you need to know and where to
begin • Jargon buster – helping you understand the terms of the sport so you can understand what people are talking about
when they say “T1” or “Brick”! • Training rules and techniques • Swimming technique and etiquette • Running technique
and how to prevent injury and run faster • Cycling in a pack what to do and what not to do • Transition – how to lay it out,
what to bring and how to be effective • Understanding nutrition and why it is key, how best to manage your nutrition and
what is best to eat for triathlon training and racing • Race day – what to look out for, how to prepare and what to expect
This guide takes you from start to finish so you can feel confident and comfortable when you train and race. Here are some
of the comments we have had from readers I loved this book! I have completed a few triathlons- sprint and Olympic
distance. This book really simplified what is important to focus on. There is so much to know and learn that sometimes you
feel overwhelmed. It is an easy, entertaining read but packed with good knowledge that made a big difference to my racing.
Charlotte Campbell, World Games triathlon gold medallist I wish this was around before! I did a number of Triathlons over
the last few years. When I first took it up I had to ask people's advice which at best was disjointed and worst, confusing. I
also read some very good stuff on the internet, however this was also disjointed and incomplete. This book would have
been ideal, as it puts it all together clearly and concisely. Liam Harrington; sprint triathlete

Be Iron Fit
Old-school marathon training plans ask runners to crank out 70 to 100 miles a week. It's no wonder those who make it to
the start line are running ragged. Smart Marathon Training maps out a healthier, more economical approach to training that
emphasizes quality over quantity. This innovative program eliminates junk miles, paring down training to three essential
runs per week and adding a dynamic strength and cross-training program to build overall fitness. Runners will train for their
best performance in less time and avoid the injuries, overtraining, and burnout that come from running too much. Smart
Marathon Training builds up a runner's body to resist injury. Runners gain the strength they need to run long using
functional exercises that target the hips, glutes, and quads. Running is a full-body sport, so this training program also builds
a strong core and upper body to avoid injuries that begin above the waist. No one fakes a marathon or halfmarathon--everyone has to do the work. But Smart Marathon Training replaces long, grinding miles with low-impact crosstraining. Horowitz outlines a cycling plan to complement run workouts, boosting base fitness while saving runners' bodies
for their best runs. With more than 75 detailed exercises plus six easy-to-follow training plans for half- and full marathons,
Smart Marathon Training will get you to the start line feeling refreshed and ready to run your best race yet.

Racing Weight
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Triathlon and Ironman Training Journal is a traditional workout log and more. In the Journal, you, the athlete are able to not
only record your daily training routines, but also keep a personal diary, track the diet, and plan the rest of your day. The
Journal has enough pages (400) to last you a whole year and, as the dates for each day are filled in by you, it may be
started at any time of the year.

Smart Marathon Training
Racing Weight is a proven weight-management program designed specifically for endurance athletes. Revealing new
research and drawing from the best practices of elite athletes, coach and nutritionist Matt Fitzgerald lays out six easy steps
to help cyclists, triathletes, and runners lose weight without harming their training. This comprehensive and science-based
program shows athletes the best ways to lose weight and avoid the common lifestyle and training hang-ups that keep new
PRs out of reach. The updated Racing Weight program helps athletes: Improve diet quality Manage appetite Balance energy
sources Easily monitor weight and performance Time nutrition throughout the day Train to get—and stay—lean Racing
Weight offers practical tools to make weight management easy. Fitzgerald’s no-nonsense Diet Quality Score improves diet
without counting calories. Racing Weight superfoods are diet foods high in the nutrients athletes need for training.
Supplemental strength training workouts can accelerate changes in body composition. Daily food diaries from 18 pro
athletes reveal how the elites maintain an athletic diet while managing appetite. Athletes know that every extra pound
wastes energy and hurts performance. With Racing Weight, cyclists, triathletes, and runners have a simple program and
practical tools to hit their target numbers on both the race course and the scale.

80/20 Triathlon
Whether you are a beginner or a seasoned triathlete, training for a Sprint, Olympic, Half-Ironman, or Ironman event, this
book offers a complete, step-by-step program that will help you strengthen, tone-up, and both physically and mentally
prepare for the

Training Plans for Multisport Athletes
The 24-week training program is laid out in four six-week increments. This represents the day-by-day, week-by-week work
to be done in preparing for a successful long-distance triathlon. Okay, you've finished your first short-distance triathlon,
maybe even an Olympic distance or half-distance triathlon. Now it's time to up the ante and go further and faster. Paul
Huddle and Roch Frey are up to the challenge. Longer workouts, balancing work, family, and training, adding speed work,
recovery, and the mental game are all essential when you decide to move up to the long distance. No one has more
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training or racing experience than Roch and Paul. They will get you to your target race healthy, happy, and ready for more.
Guaranteed.

Racing Weight Quick Start Guide
Brings together a new collection of cartoons recounting the lives and loves of a diverse group of lesbian friends.
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